
stones instead. The advantages of the logs over the stones are that 
several pots can be places along the logs and the logs won’t explode if 
they are wet.

A trench in combination with the logs will also help the fire in getting 
enough space for it to burn effectively.

When we are making the trench or laying the logs we set things up so 
the prevailing wind can blow through and give our fire the extra air it 
needs.

Now we will finish our look at some of 

the areas important in fire craft.Fire Craft II
Pot Hangers

Here we have a branch 
stuck in the ground 
with a rock over it for 
extra support.
The branch is propped 
up by a small log (or 
another stone).
To raise or lower our 
pot we can move the 
log forward or back.

As we spend more time in the woods there are several fire setups that are 
very helpful in keeping us comfortable and helping us cook our food more 
effectively.

Hunters Fire

Keeping our pots from sitting on the fire 

means the fire can still breath and burn properly.

When we have no rocks or logs 
we can use the setup to the left.

While this method is very stable 
it does not allow us to easily 
raise or lower our pot. 
So when we use this setup we 
usually make an extra 
component, see next page.

Branch to hold up a pot.

Y stick to prop up our 
branch.

Another Y stick we use to 

peg down one end of the 

branch to the ground.

The key idea here is that 
if our pots are put directly 
onto the fire it will prevent 
air from getting to the fire 
and smother it.

So to keep our pots held 
above the fire we can use 
two logs. 
We could also use rows of



If we only want to hang one heavy pot over 
the fire we can hang it from the point where 
the tripod legs are tied together.

The hanger can be a ‘withy’ (see Cordage 
document) with a hooked branch on the end, 
a branch tied to the tripod with rope, a toggle 
on a rope, or a chain with a hook.

We can change the height of the tripod by 
moving one of the legs in or out.

The hanger is a stick 
with several tooth 
shaped notches cut 
along its length with 
a hook branch at the 
bottom.

On longer camps we might like to erect a cross bar to give us space for 
many pots.

We can achieve this by putting to Y sticks in the ground and putting a cross 
bar between them or by tying a cross bar to two of the legs of a tripod.

To make the tooth 
shaped notch we can 
make an X in the hanger 
stick with a baton or 
push cut.
Then we remove three 
of the quarters(red 
shaded areas) and shape 
the last quarter into a 
tooth.

Tripods

Tripods allow us to hang one or several pots over 

our fire. To hang several we tie a cross bar between 

two of the legs and hang pots from it.Fancy Pot Hanger

This extra part allows us to adjust the 

height of our pot above the fire easily.

We flatten the top 
of our support 
branch and make 
a small depression 
at the end for the 
tooth shaped 
notch to 
sit into.

I use this method mostly to hang a 
kettle by the fire.
It takes up very little work space 
around the fire but you still have 
warm water when you want it.

From a safety point of view it is also 
helpful because we hold the wooden 
hanger to take our pots off the fire 
instead of a hot metal pot handle.

Cross Bar



A pit fire is where we make a large hole and line 
it with very hot rocks, this forms an oven that 
will stay hot for several hours.
If there is a breeze we can light the fire in the 
hole and put the rocks in.
They will take two hours in a hot fire to heat up.

A log cabin fire makes a stable 
structure of wood so the flames 
will be high and light up our 
camp fire circle.

To make our log cabin fire we 
make a teepee and build layers 
of split timber around it and 
then over it. Each layer should 
have at least three pieces of 
timber to work well.
Each layer of three pieces sits at 
90 degrees to the one below.

Log Cabin 

Fire

Reflector Fire

Gather as we go & The Next Fire
During hikes and other activities our scouts can gather tinder for the 
next fire. This will get them into the mindset of the land around them 
being an active resource and not a background they walk through.

Dry grass and weeds, toothpick sized timber and tree sap can all be 
collected and kept in our jackets or bags. Tree sap can be rapped in 
grass or tissue paper to stop it sticking to everything.

When our scouts are working on flint and steel they can carry a 
patrol tinder box full of charred material that they keep topped up 
using each fire.

If we have a fire in front of our shelter, 
or we are in  small group and can spare 
the space around the fire we can build 
a reflector. 
The reflector is a wall of logs that 
bounces the heat of the fire back to 
us. It can make a big difference to the 
warmth you feel around the fire.

This tower of timber should be narrower at the top to make it 
more stable. As the tower burns it will act a bit like a chimney and 
the flames will rise high.

To make a reflector we stick two large 
poles into the ground, leaning away 
from the fire.
Then we pile a row of rotten logs up 
the poles to make a sloping wall.

Pit Fires

Food

Otherwise heat the rocks in a fire next to the hole.
When the rocks are hot, clear the hole and line it with hot rocks. Then put 
in your food (wrapped in leaves, cabbage leaves work well). 

Finally cover the food with more hot rocks, cover everything with 
branches and earth then light a fire on top.
Give about the time it would take to cook in an oven, plus a bit for luck.
Tips:
1. Never ever do this in peaty/boggy ground.
2. Mind the water table, if the pit fills with water the food won’t cook.
3. Rocks can explode when heated. (Never collect them from river banks)



If a fire is looked after right and cleared up properly it is 

safe. If we fail to clear a fire up properly it can have 

disastrous results for life and property.
Leave no Trace 

for Fires Some Common Woods 

and 

How They Burn

*Pine and spruce can have lots of resin, this will give the inner wood a reddish or orange colour, a strong pine smell and a shiny plastic appearance. Wood like this will burn with a bright flame and black smoke.
Here we have an incomplete list of trees and their characters. 
In summary; soft woods give good flame and will work well for a quick kettle 
fire.
In contrast hard woods that make coals will give us a good cooking fire.

Mixing soft woods that flame well with slower burning coal forming woods 
can be very helpful, particularly if our timber is damp.

Something has stopped burning when it is cold to the touch

Checklist for putting out fires:
Any fire must be on some kind of base to prevent the ground from burning. 
(e.g. fire blanket covered in earth, half barrel propped off the ground, etc.)

1. An hour before putting our fire out bring all the half burnt pieces of wood 
into the centre of the fire to get them to burn to ash.

2. An hour later. Wet the fire heavily and move the burnt material around 
with a stick. Wet again.

3. Leave for 10 minutes and then check if the material is cold to the touch 
(pick up the material and check)

4. (For wilderness fires) If the material is cold to the touch; scatter it widely in 
nearby bushes.

5. Make sure the ground underneath your fire area is cold by pushing your 
fingers into the earth.
Remember; Something has stopped burning when it is cold to the touch.

This is the result of an untended 
fire on peaty ground.
To stop this ground fire; all the 
burning earth was dug out and 
any burnt roots were cut out.
And everything soaked with water.

This ground fire would have 
burned down the forest if people 
hadn’t come across it in time.


